to additional deregulation being pushed in the final days of the current administration.

The two local congressional candidates endorsed by the Sierra club both won re-election by securing 42 of the 63 seats in the legislature's upper chamber. Democrats also have a

support for our efforts. Our mailing address is at the bottom of this newsletter.

membership. The work of the group takes Sierra Club volunteer effort, and of course (me included), Jonathan is the licensed contractor who plans renovations of somewhat

well as a new field study from Paul Rubin of Hydroquest, documenting in detail many

OPRHP arguing that there are no historical features worthy of preservation on the 850

Discussion about the impacts of the steel and concrete slab manufacturing facility,

including some that could be impacted by the proposed development at 850 Route 28.

A few years later Ralph

interesting to note that back then ExCom

to write something about our Group Treasurer, Ralph Pollard, who is stepping down. I

built it will work on a Pilot Study to assess the feasibility of producing green hydrogen in

The promise of green hydrogen is that it may be an answer to some of the thornier

atmospheric pressure, and it's explosive. Using green hydrogen on a large scale basis

electrolysis and stored as green hydrogen.

a negligible (.03% - .07%) decrease in the rest of the Northeast region. Despite the

increases

on treacherous paths in order to reach the tops of mountains, or while traveling along

seemed to have had no fear. He carried out strange scientific experiments on himself,

This book is full of surprises, for

to the story of

connection to the story of

acquaintances included writers,

these drawbacks to the community.

The governor sensed the changing solar political wind; he sacked the 3 person PUC that

various fees; rooftop solar owners were not being subsidized. But the film circles back to

thriving industry. First, the claim was spread that regular customers were subsidizing the

widespread layoffs.

The fact is that today, coal is not dug in underground mines but comes from ultra-

tried to pushed for clean, renewable energy, according to the coal industry and the

power companies to go bankrupt. As expected, the self-serving utilities then pushed

Another conservative-minded activist for solar expresses the belief that solar can help

justice issues involved. He interviews church leaders who have struggled to be allowed to

roof (in which he participates in

activism) berates the PUC at a hearing: "The actions you are taking today are taking

think you will find it informative, interesting, and at times, frustrating.

ingredient in making progress with solar. It takes

the plankton that these fish feed on.

which mean economic vitality for communities that depend on lakes and rivers for

river (in which he participates in

the Hudson River Contamination

including the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation Bureau of Invasive

body of water. Fish using native bait when possible. Volunteer at removal efforts, and if

to the problem.